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Chris is pictured here solving one of two challenging puzzles we gave him
for his birthday. We celebrated
his 45th birthday by having a
little party at our house, which
included orange frosted cupcakes
topped with pancake shape spiders.
Right before his birthday, Chris bought a very
special present for himself—a 3D PRINTER!
One of his first projects was to make little owls,
bats and skulls to slide onto glow bracelets.
Recently he made interlocking playing card
trays. In case you want to make some for
yourself (with your own 3D printer) he posted
his design for free download on thingiverse at
www.thingiverse.com/thing:1135192/.

Paris peering through the back window of our
dog car (the Mazda) while I load the trunk
with gear to take her and Dakota tracking.
Paris can hardly wait for me to go. She LOVES
to track. Dakota is a beginner having had five
classes so far: she hasn’t quite figured out what
it is all about yet.

Halloween Dress Up!

In the photo at right, Sierra is all decked
out for an X-Ray after falling out of our
Persimmon tree. Result was a hairline fracture on her left forearm. No sling, no cast;
just relegated to a week of rest and no
gymnastics for two weeks. She now knows
not to wear flip flops when climbing trees.

Rylan, Aubrey, and Sierra all spent the night the weekend before last and had to
leave by 8:00 the next morning for soccer games. Because it had been a long
time since they have had Grandma’s special pancakes, I made pancake batter at
6:30 a.m. (before they were even up) to create a hamburger for Rylan and
cereal for the girls. I took their orders when they went to bed the night before.

